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Abstract. The energy of the 9.4 keV γ-transition observed in the 83Rb decay was established to be
9405.8(3) eV. This energy value was obtained from photon spectrometry measurements of the differences in
the energies of closely spaced lines. The result allows one to determine more precisely the energy of conver-
sion electrons of the 9.4 keV transition, which represent a unique tool for energy calibration of the tritium
beta spectrum and systematic measurements in the KATRIN neutrino mass determination experiment.

1 Introduction

The question of the neutrino rest mass is one of the most
important problems in modern particle physics, astro-
physics and cosmology. The accepted value of 2 eV/c2 [1]
for the upper limit of the rest mass of the electron antineu-
trino is based on experimental results of 2.3 eV/c2 [2] and
2.1 eV/c2 [3] obtained from the analysis of the continuous
β-spectrum of tritium in the region near its endpoint.

The aim of the new project KATRIN (KArlsruhe
TRItium Neutrino experiment) [4], which is based on
the accumulated experience of the earlier experiments,
is to improve the sensitivity to the rest mass of the
electron antineutrino to 0.2 eV/c2 (with 90% confidence
level) after 1000 days of data taking. The KATRIN elec-
tron spectrometer will measure only narrow region of tri-
tium beta spectrum, namely (E0 − 30, E0 + 5) eV, where
E0 = 18575.0 eV denotes the energy of the spectrum end-
point. Test and systematic measurements with monoener-
getic electron sources are planned in order to understand
the properties of the KATRIN electron spectrometer.

The conversion electrons of 9.4 and 32.2 keV transi-
tions observed in the decay of the isomeric state 83mKr
(the daughter nucleus of 83Rb) proved to be useful in pre-
vious tritium neutrino experiments [5–10]. Currently, the
conversion electrons from subshell K of the 32 keV tran-
sition, i.e. K-32 electrons, with energy of 17.8 keV rela-
tively close to the E0 will be used for the monitoring and
calibration of the KATRIN energy scale as an alterna-
tive method to the standard approach using high-voltage
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divider with voltmeter [4]. The energies of other conver-
sion electrons encountered in the decay are more remote
from E0, e.g., L3-32 and L1-9.4 conversion electrons have
energies of 30.5 and 7.5 keV, respectively. These electron
lines can be used for refinement of the energy calibration
in the tritium beta spectrum endpoint region. Thus the
value of E0, also determined from tritium experiment, can
be obtained with smaller uncertainty. The comparison of
E0 with 3H−3He mass difference determined by Penning
trap measurement represents a very important cross-check
of the tritium neutrino experiments [4]. Besides, overall
check of the spectrometer at a broader energy interval will
be possible. For this purpose, a high precision of the ener-
gies of the conversion electrons is desirable. Moreover, the
very narrow electron conversion line N1-9.4 (the width of
only 0.19 eV [8]) with energy of 9.4 keV and relatively high
intensity of 1.4% can be used for check of the KATRIN
spectrometer response function1.

The calibration and tests indicated above will be pos-
sible without restrictions before the first injection of tri-
tium into the KATRIN windowless tritium source. After
that the huge tritium continuous beta spectrum (reduced
only by two orders of magnitude when the tritium injec-
tion is closed [13]) practically precludes the 9.4 conver-
sion electrons experiments. Eventual measurement with
very strong 83Rb/83mKr source has to be tested. On the
other hand, the planned test measurement with condensed
krypton source will be possible without limitation. In this

1 The intensity is calculated using 9.4 γ-transition intensity
from [11] and related conversion coefficient according to [12].
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case, the tritium source can be uncoupled by a valve. The
9.4 conversion electrons will be further measured (less fre-
quently) at the monitoring spectrometer additionally to
K-32 electron spectra (used specifically for the monitor-
ing of the KATRIN energy scale). In this measurement
the high-voltage divider will be common for main and
monitoring KATRIN spectrometers. The reason for pos-
sible unexpected shift of line positions can be identified:
the change of the divider scale factor, if the shift for the
higher energy line is larger than that for the lower energy
one (scale factor has multiplicative character in calcula-
tion of the line position), or change of the work function
of the monitoring spectrometer, if the shifts are the same
for the lines (the work function has additive character in
calculation of the line position).

The energy of a conversion electron emitted from a
free krypton atom is given by the difference between the
energy of the gamma transition and the relevant sub-
shell atomic electron binding energy plus small correc-
tions (≤ 0.2 eV) that take into account recoil energies.
Accuracy of the binding energies for the subshells of free
krypton atom is in the subelectronvolt range, see origi-
nal works [14–21] and reviews [22–25]. The energy of the
9.4 keV transition E9.4 has been determined by several
authors using gamma spectrometry as 9400(20), 9400(10)
and 9390(10) eV in [26,27,11]. Other results, more pre-
cise, were obtained using conversion electron spectrom-
etry as 9396(3), 9405.9(8) eV [28,8]. For the condensed
83mKr electron source [8], an appropriate value was ob-
tained using theoretical corrections for the binding ener-
gies. In dissertation [29], the value of 9404.71(35) eV is
reported. In this case, the correction of binding energies
(1.74 ± 0.23 eV) for the condensed source was taken from
photoelectron and Auger electron spectroscopy study [30].
We were motivated to remeasure the value E9.4 by pho-
ton spectrometry in order to improve its reliability and
precision. The method used in this work is similar to that
applied in measurement of precise energy of the 32 keV
transition [31].

2 Experimental method

The value of E9.4 was determined by photon spectrometry
measurements of differences in energies of closely spaced
photon lines (the method was also described in [32]) using
83Rb/83mKr source. In the source, the short-lived isomeric
state 83mKr is continuously generated in the decay of 83Rb
nuclide. This pure electron capture decay with a half-life
of 86.2 d feeds the excited states and stable ground state
of 83Kr. In the decay, the 9.4 keV transition, connecting
the first excited state and ground state of 83Kr, is fed
directly via the electron capture (6%), from the isomeric
state (T1/2 =1.83 h) (77%) and from the other excited
states in 83Kr (17%). Its gamma ray intensity amounts to
5.9%, the rest of the transition intensity is balanced with
internal conversion electrons (transition multipolarity is
M1+E2 with mixing parameter δ = 0.0130(8)). The other
decay properties can be found in [33] and [34].

The parent 83Rb was produced at the Řež U-120M cy-
clotron via the reaction natKr(p,xn)83Rb using a pressur-
ized water cooled krypton gas target. The 83Rb deposited
on the target walls was washed out into de-ionized wa-
ter (≥ 18MΩ·cm). For the details, see [35]. The solution
of rubidium was further cleaned using ion-exchange chro-
matography. Finally, the 83Rb/83mKr source for gamma
and X-ray measurement was prepared by evaporation of
the 83Rb water solution on polyethylene foils. Activity of
about 3.5MBq was placed on a circle with a diameter of
≤ 5mm. The radioactive spot was sealed up by a color-
less scotch tape. The retention of gaseous 83mKr in such
a source was in the range of 75–100%, i.e. not very far
from the amount given by transient equilibrium between
the mother and daughter nuclides.

The energy of the 9.4 keV transition in 83Rb was de-
termined by calibration of the detector energy scale with
characteristic X-ray lines Kα1 of nickel and arsenic with
energies of 7478.2521(45) and 10543.2674(81) eV [24]. The
“calibration” spectra were obtained by fluorescence in-
duced predominantly by the KX-rays of 83Kr when Ni
0.025mm foil (purity 99.999%) and As powder (purity
99.999%, the As powder was sealed in the scotch tape
capsule) were added to the 83Rb/83mKr source. The dis-
tance between the source with fluorescent elements and
detector crystal was 80mm. In order to reduce spectral
photon line asymmetry due to incomplete detector charge
collection (at the detector edge), an aluminum collimator,
with diameter of 6mm and height of 50mm, was inserted
between the source and the detector.

The photons were detected by commercial apparatus.
A 80mm2 × 5mm Si(Li) detector with built-in pream-
plifier and amplifier was used —both devices were pur-
chased from the Canberra (models SL80175 and 2026,
respectively). The computer based ADC card TRUMP
from EG&G Ortec digitized the amplifier output signals
into 8192 channels. The gain of the amplifier was set to
6.5 eV per channel. The energy resolution of the system,
full width at half maximum, was 225 eV at the energy of
9.4 keV.

More than a hundred spectra in different arrangements
with different sources 83Rb/83mKr, 81Rb and 241Am were
measured until the satisfactory experimental conditions
for the measurement of the actual calibration spectra were
found. The crucial findings of this preparation stage were:
1) suitable detector load in order to achieve linear back-
ground in the spectral regions of interest, 2) the sepa-
rate spectra for the determination of the line asymmetry
parameters for every region of interest (see text below),
3) relatively large spectroscopy gain (6.5 eV/channel) in
order to achieve reproducible results of the line fits for
different spectra, 4) partial understanding of the 9.7 keV
parasitic line (see the text below). The spectrum measure-
ment time in the preparation stage described above and
also for the final calibration spectra was of 10–24 h.

The method using the calibration and calibrated lines
very close to each other in energy and measured in one
spectrum, if possible, is very effective for the line en-
ergy determination with high precision in semiconductor
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Fig. 1. Partial photon spectrum of the 83Rb/83mKr source measured with the Si(Li) detector. Besides the expected lines, also
the KX lines of Ni and the background line with energy 9.7 keV are visible.

gamma-ray spectrometry. The possible drifts of the line
positions and nonlinearity of the spectrometer is heavily
reduced in comparison with other methods, e.g., outer en-
ergy calibration (the spectrometer is calibrated with cali-
bration sources in one experiment and the spectrum with
gamma line the energy of which is to be determined is mea-
sured in the next experiment). Nevertheless, the stability
of line positions was checked during all our mesurements.
If a larger change of the line positions or broadening of
the lines was observed the measurement was rejected. Po-
sition instabilities of the line 9.4 keV, observed in chan-
nel 1320, determined from 6 ten-hour spectra measured
within the period of 8 days were less than 0.6 channel. If
the shift of the line 9.4 keV was detected then the adequate
shifts were observed for the other lines, i.e. gain and DC
level drift typical for the gamma spectroscopy chains had
manifested. We expected sufficient linearity of the depen-
dence energy-channel in the used narrow working region
of channels 1150–1650. The linearity without irregulari-
ties in the range around channel 3000 was demonstrated
in [31] where the same gamma spectrometer was used and
the gamma-ray energy of 32151.7(5) eV was determined.
The calibration measurement at two different gains were
accomplished in order to check the linearity of the system.

2.1 Parasitic lines in the energy spectra

Possible additional gamma or X-ray lines of any origin in
the region of interest, especially close to the calibration
lines or to the measured 9.4 keV line, could distort the
peaks and cause a systematic uncertainty in the value of
E9.4. We took measures in order to minimize such inter-
ferences.

First, the 83Rb activity was radiochemically purified
by chromatography. The purified activity was measured on
a large HPGe detector. Only the γ-lines from the isotopes
83,84,86Rb were present in the spectrum.

Second, “Rb-only” spectra with only the 83Rb/83mKr
source were measured separately on the Si(Li) detector
with the statistics expected in the calibration spectra, see
fig. 1. The aim was to check that the background in the
energy region of the calibration 7.5 and 10.5 keV lines and
the 9.4 keV line was free of other lines. The result was not
quite satisfactory. In addition to the expected Kr Kα line
and weak Kr Kα escape line2 also weak KX-lines of Ni
and a background line with energy 9.7 keV were present.
The Ni X-rays originate from the gas target inner walls
that are nickeled. The chromatography procedure was not
efficient enough in removing the Ni from the 83Rb water
solution. These Ni X-rays do not interfere as the Ni Kα1

line is used as the calibration line.
The origin of the 9.7 keV line was examined by intro-

ducing a 25 μm Ni foil between the 83Rb/83mKr source
and the detector. The intensity of the 9.4 keV line was re-
duced by a factor of ∼200 in correspondence with relevant
attenuation coefficient, but the intensity of the 9.7 keV
line was reduced only by a factor of ∼10, i.e. similarly
as the strong Kr Kα radiation was attenuated. In fur-
ther test, the spectrum of 81Rb, void of 9.4 keV line and
having also strong Kr Kα radiation, was measured. The

2 The escape peak is a result of incomplete energy detection
of the Kr Kα X-rays. A K electron of silicon is knocked out of
the atom and the resulting fluorescence KX radiation of Si can
leave the detector volume. In that case the original energy is
reduced by energy of this fluorescence X-ray, which for silicon
gives about 1.8 keV.
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Fig. 2. Photon calibration spectrum in the vicinity of the 9.4 keV line measured with 83Rb/83mKr and the fluorescent elements
Ni and As.

9.7 keV line was again present in the spectrum, this time
as a single line, with similar intensity (relative to Kr Kα)
as in the spectrum with 83Rb/83mKr source. It was con-
cluded that the 9.7 keV line is induced by photons (pre-
dominantly by Kr Kα) from the radioactive source in the
detector surrounding material. In separated measurement
of the source on another detector (Silicon Drift Detector,
company Amptek) the line 9.7 keV was not visible and
the conclusion above about its origin was thus indirectly
confirmed.

At a first glance this peak could be assigned to Au
LX-rays arising by fluorescence on Au possibly present in
detector surroundings, i.e. to a doublet of Lα1 and Lα2

with energies of 9713.44(34) and 9628.05(33) eV [24] and
relative intensities 8.9 to 1 [34]. This parasitic line is weak.
Any attempt to fit the 9.4 keV region with at least three
Gaussian functions (9.4 line + doublet for the parasitic
line) was unsuccessful —the doublet for the 9.7 keV lines
converged to a single line. The fit of the region with one
Gaussian and two Voigt functions (with fixed splitting and
amplitude ratio taken from Au LX-rays tables) was also
accomplished. The energy of the stronger component of
9.7 keV line was by 30 eV higher than the expected table
value for the Lα1. Nevertheless, the energy of the 9.4 keV
line was close to that obtained when the fit with two Gaus-
sian functions was applied within 0.05 eV. To study this
problem further, in a special measurement the energy of
the Au LX doublet induced in Au foil (purity 99.999%) by
the photons from the 83Rb/83mKr source situated aside of
the alumina collimator (i.e. the photons from the source
were not visible by the detector and the line 9.4 keV was
missing in the spectrum) was determined. Obtained value
of energy agreed with the energy for Lα1,2 within 3 eV.

2.2 Shape of photon lines

The determination of the precise positions of the γ-ray
and X-ray lines requires adequate description of the pho-
ton lines used in the spectrum fitting procedure. The line
9.4 keV originates in atomic nucleus while the calibration
characteristic Kα1 lines come from the atomic shell. A
typical calibration spectrum is presented in fig. 2. Lin-
ear background was assumed under the peaks of inter-
est. The instrumental line shape in the form of Gaussian
function was used for the 9.4 keV γ-line. In case of X-
ray lines Voigt functions were applied where the appro-
priate Lorentzian widths were calculated from the rec-
ommended widths of atomic levels [36]. For both types
of photon lines also weak asymmetry component S(E)
(representing incomplete charge collection in the detector)
according to [37] was used. This component is given by
the expression S(E) = 0.5AS exp[(E −Eph)/β] erfc[(E −
Eph)/(

√
2σ) + σ/(

√
2β)], where AS is the amplitude rela-

tive to the amplitude of the main line, Eph is the energy
of the photon line, erfc is the complementary error func-
tion with parameters σ being the Gaussian function sigma
parameter and β controlling the width of the component.

Besides, a more complicated structure of X-ray spec-
trum was taken into account. First, each Kα1 line used
for the calibration is accompanied by close lying Kα2 line
unresolved by the detector. In order to achieve reason-
able and stable result of the fit the parameters of the
Kα2 line, position and amplitude relative to Kα1, were
deduced from the literature values of the energies and in-
tensities [24,34] and held fixed in the fit. Explicit values
for this ratio for Ni and As are 0.508(34) and 0.514(26),
respectively [34]. In view of the proximity of both lines
the influence of different detector efficiency on the am-
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Fig. 3. The phenomenological shape of the RAE spectrum built up using the connection of the Lorentzian (soft low-energy
side) and the Gaussian (steep high-energy side) functions.

plitude ratios was neglected. The fitted Gaussian σ was
common for the both lines. Second, two tiny atomic shell
features accompanied the main X-rays, namely the higher
energy satellite lines (α3, α4 and α′

3 with relative intensi-
ties to Kα1 of about 0.002) and the spectra of the radiative
Auger effect (RAE) (K-LM and K-MM with relative inten-
sities to Kα1 of about 0.005) were also considered. Both
effects result in the emission of X-rays close to the Kα1 and
also unresolved by the detector. These X-rays were taken
into account in the same way as the Kα2 was with one
exception. Due to the weak intensity of the both effects
the asymmetry component S(E) was omitted. The rele-
vant data about the line energies, intensities and widths
in case of satellite lines were taken from the works [38,39].
As for the energy and intensity uncertainties general val-
ues of 10−5 and less than 15%, respectively, can be found
in the references. In the analysis (see sect. 2.3), the more
conservative value of 25% was used for the intensity un-
certainties. In the case of RAE, the intensities were found
in the work [40]. As no theoretical description of the ra-
diative Auger spectrum is available (the simple Gaussian
shape was used in [41]) a phenomenological shape inspired
by the experimental spectra of K-LM and K-MM in [42,
43] (the spectra of RAE were measured with high reso-
lution on the bent crystal spectrometer) was constructed
using the Lorentzian and Gaussian functions, see fig. 3.
The boundaries of the shape were established as the en-
ergy interval spanned by K-LM or K-MM Auger electrons
according to the semi-empirical values from [44]. Such a
shape was convoluted with a Gaussian the σ of which was
common to that used for the Voigt profile of the Kα1. The
RAE intensity and energy uncertainties are not indicated
in the work [40]. In the analysis (see sect. 2.3) was used
for the intensity the value of 25% based on the intensi-

ties scatter in [40]. The uncertainty of the Auger electron
energies from [44] amounting to 2 eV was accepted as an
uncertainty of the RAE shape boundaries.

The background 9.7 keV and escape Kr Kα lines cre-
ating doublets with the 9.4 keV and As Kα lines, respec-
tively, were described by a single Gaussian where its pa-
rameters for position, amplitude and σ were fitted inde-
pendently on the 9.4 keV and As Kα lines.

2.3 Calibration and fitting procedure, systematic
uncertainty of E9.4

In the calibration spectra three regions were fitted sepa-
rately: the Ni calibration line (plus Kα2, RAE spectrum,
satellite lines), the calibrated line 9.4 keV (plus back-
ground line 9.7 keV) and the As calibration line (plus
Kα2, RAE K-LM spectrum, satellite lines, escape Kr Kα).
The fits were done in the framework ROOT [45] using the
Minuit library. The linear dependence of energy on the
channel number was used for the calculation of the E9.4

value.
For the fit of the Kα regions the energy difference be-

tween Kα1 and other X-rays (Kα2, satellites, RAE lines)
and the values of Lorentzian widths had to be converted
into units of channels. For this, the fitting procedure was
constructed as follows. First, the Ni and As Kα doublet
positions were determined in the fit using the single Gaus-
sians and the corresponding difference in the positions
Δp[channel] was calculated. Then the intensity weighted
mean values of table energies Kα1 and Kα2 for Ni and
As were calculated and relevant ΔE [eV ] was established.
The starting value of the conversion factor was obtained
as Δp/ΔE . Second, using the starting conversion factor
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Table 1. Individual and total systematic uncertainties of E9.4.

Parameter Contribution [eV]

Energy difference of Kα1 and Kα2 0.030

Amplitude ratio of Kα1 and Kα2 0.275

Energy difference of Kα1 and satellite lines 0.001

Amplitude ratio of Kα1 and satellite lines 0.015

Energy difference of RAE peak and Kα1 0.002

Amplitude ratio of RAE peak and Kα1 0.063

Total 0.28

the full fit of Ni and As regions (Kα2 and remaining com-
ponents) was done. The obtained positions of Ni and As
Kα1 were used for the determination of improved value for
the conversion factor, this time using Ni and As Kα1 table
energies. The second step was repeated until convergence
of fitted parameters, the conversion factor including, was
achieved.

The asymmetry component parameters AS and β were
held fixed in fits of the calibration spectra and were ob-
tained in the following way. The “fluorescent” spectra of
both Ni and As calibration lines were acquired separately
by placing the 83Rb/83mKr source aside so that no radia-
tion from it could reach the detector. As such spectra were
clear of any other lines the asymmetry component parame-
ters could be obtained more reliably by the fit from them.
Similarly, the parameters AS and β for the 9.4 keV line
were obtained from the simpler Rb-only spectra. Values
for AS relatively to amplitude of the corresponding line
range typically from 0.02 to 0.05 and values for β range
typically from 16 to 30 in units of channels.

Beside a standard fitting of the calibration spectrum
in Ni and As regions an alternative approach was used for
taking into account a small non-linear background in the
region of Ni KX-rays and the weak Kr Kα escape line (hav-
ing actually a complicated structure, see [46]) on the po-
sitions of the calibration lines. An Rb-only spectrum was
measured under the same conditions as a calibration spec-
trum. Then a spectrum, called “subtracted”, was created
in a way that in each channel the number of counts was
taken as difference between the counts in the calibration
and Rb-only spectra. Finally, the subtracted spectrum,
practically free of escape line and non-linear background,
was fitted. As for the Ni region, the amount of Ni impu-
rity in the source was small enough, so that only a small
fraction of the original line amplitude is subtracted.

The systematic uncertainty of E9.4 was determined
from systematic uncertainties of the fitted positions for
the Ni and As Kα1 calibration lines. The systematic un-
certainty of the Kα1 position was taken as the width of
the Gaussian distribution of the positions which were ob-
tained from a total of 104 fits. For each fit, the necessary
parameters of the calibration line were taken randomly ac-
cording to the Gaussian distributions, the width of which
were equal to the standard deviations of the parameters.

Table 2. The E9.4 value from the four measurements.

No. Gain E9.4[eV]

1 9405.85(9)
Smaller

2 9405.78(9)

3 9405.77(10)
Larger

4 9405.89(11)

Mean 9405.82(5)

The varied parameters were: energy difference and ampli-
tude ratio of Kα2 and Kα1, energy difference and ampli-
tude ratio of satellite lines and Kα1, energy difference and
amplitude ratio of RAE peak and Kα1. As a result, the
systematic uncertainty of 0.28syst eV was obtained. The
parameter, the uncertainty of which contributed to the
systematic uncertainty by the largest amount, was found
to be the amplitude ratio of the Kα2 and Kα1. For indi-
vidual contributions to the systematic uncertainty of E9.4

see table 1.

3 Result of calibration measurements

The values of E9.4 obtained from the four measurements
are presented in table 2. In order to verify the linear de-
pendence of the energy on the channel number the value
E9.4 was obtained in two phases which differed in the am-
plifier gain. The difference amounted to 5% giving a shift
of 100 channels in the region of interest. In each phase,
two calibration spectra were acquired. An Rb-only spec-
trum for the analysis by the subtracted spectrum method
was always measured right after the calibration spectrum,
in order to minimize any possible change of the amplifier
gain. Good agreement between the results of both gains
is obvious.

The Ni Kα and As Kα line regions were fitted via both
standard and subtraction methods. In the case of the Ni
Kα line region and subtraction method additionally Kβ
lines and respective K-MM RAE spectrum were fitted.
In order to keep the fit stable, these additional contribu-
tions were included in the fit using their positions and
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Fig. 4. Result of the standard analysis of the As Kα re-
gion with the experimental spectrum and its individual com-
ponents (a). The normalized residuals are also shown (b). In
this fit χ2

dof = 0.9 (168 dof).

amplitudes relative to Ni Kα1 as was explained in sub-
sect. 2.2 for the Kα2 and K-LM cases. The application of
the subtraction method resulted in the residual plot with-
out structures —the value of χ2

dof was reduced typically
from χ2

dof = 1.4 (298 dof) (standard method) to χ2
dof = 1.1

(298 dof). In the case of the As Kα line region, both meth-
ods gave very similar values of χ2

dof of about typically
1.1(168 dof) —the residual plots were without the struc-
tures. An example of the As Kα line region analysis is
shown in fig. 4. The region of the 9.4 keV line was fitted
by the standard method with typical value of χ2

dof = 1.2
(188 dof). An example of the result including residuals is
shown in fig. 5. In spite of the two different approaches
to the Ni and As regions, both methods resulted in values
of E9.4, which differed by only 0.08 eV. For this reason
only the values obtained from the standard approach are
presented in table 2.

4 Discussion

The influence of the RAE effect on the E9.4 value was im-
portant. The omission of it caused increase of the 9.4 keV
transition energy by 0.3 eV. On the other side, when the
X-ray satellite lines were not taken into account, the mea-
sured energy was reduced, but only by 0.1 eV. Our result
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Fig. 5. Result of the analysis for the 9.4 keV line region with
the experimental spectrum and its individual components (a).
The normalized residuals are also shown (b). In this fit χ2

dof =
1.0 (188 dof).

for E9.4 value 9405.82 ± 0.05stat ± 0.28sys eV is in agree-
ment with the previous less precise γ-spectrometry results
and the precise electron spectroscopy measurement of the
work [8] (9405.9± 0.8 eV). When compared with the elec-
tron spectroscopy value published in [29] 9404.71±0.35 eV
our value is the same in the frame of two standard devia-
tions.

5 Conclusion

In this work the precise energy of the 9.4 keV γ-transition
in the 83Rb decay was measured and found to be E9.4 =
9405.8± 0.3 eV. The energy value was obtained using the
Si(Li) photon spectrometry measurements of differences
in the energy with respect to the closely spaced charac-
teristic X-ray lines. This result allows the determination
of the precise energies of the 9.4 keV conversion electrons
intended for the systematic measurement at the neutrino
mass experiment KATRIN.
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and by the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic un-
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